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Abstract 37 
 38 
Drosophila reproductive behaviors are directed by fruitless neurons (fru P1 isoforms). A 39 
reanalysis of genomic studies shows that genes encoding dpr and DIP Immunoglobulin 40 
superfamily (IgSF) members are expressed in fru P1 neurons. Each fru P1and dpr/DIP (fru P1 ∩ 41 
dpr/DIP) overlapping expression pattern is similar in both sexes, with dimorphism in neuronal 42 
morphology and cell number. Behavioral studies of fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP perturbation genotypes 43 
point to the mushroom body functioning together with the lateral protocerebral complex. 44 
Functionally, we find that perturbations of sex hierarchy genes and DIP-ε changes sex-specific 45 
morphology of fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons. A single-cell RNA-seq analysis shows that the DIPs 46 
have high expression in a restricted set of fru P1 neurons, whereas the dprs are expressed in 47 
larger set of neurons at intermediate levels, with a myriad of combinations.  48 
  49 
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Introduction 50 
 51 
A current goal of neuroscience research is to gain molecular, physiological and circuit-52 
level understanding of complex behavior. Drosophila melanogaster reproductive behaviors are a 53 
powerful and tractable model, given our knowledge of the molecular-genetic and neural 54 
anatomical basis of these behaviors in both sexes. Small subsets of neurons have been identified 55 
as critical for all aspects of reproductive behaviors—these neurons express Drosophila sex 56 
hierarchy transcription factors encoded by doublesex (dsx) and fruitless (fru; fru P1 transcripts 57 
spliced by sex hierarchy; Figure 1A) (reviewed in DAUWALDER 2011; YAMAMOTO et al. 2014; 58 
ANDREW et al. 2019; LEITNER AND BEN-SHAHAR 2020). It is clear that these dsx- and fru P1-59 
expressing neurons are present in males and females in similar positions, and arise through a 60 
shared developmental trajectory (REN et al. 2016), even though these neurons direct very 61 
different behaviors in males and females. Males display an elaborate courtship ritual that 62 
includes chasing the female, tapping her with his leg, and production of song with wing vibration 63 
(reviewed in GREENSPAN AND FERVEUR 2000). The female decides whether she will mate and 64 
then, if mated, she displays post-mating behaviors that includes egg laying, changes in diet, and 65 
changes in her receptivity to courtship (see LATURNEY AND BILLETER 2014; ARANHA AND 66 
VASCONCELOS 2018; NEWELL et al. 2020).  67 
Sex differences in the nervous system that contribute to reproductive behaviors include 68 
dimorphism in dsx and fru P1 neuron number, connectivity, and physiology, with the molecules 69 
and mechanisms that direct these differences beginning to be elucidated. Here, through a 70 
systematic reanalysis of several genomic studies we show that a set of cell adhesion molecules 71 
that are members of the immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF) are regulated by male-specific Fru 72 
(FruM) or are expressed in fru P1 neurons (Figure 1B) (GOLDMAN AND ARBEITMAN 2007; 73 
DALTON et al. 2013; NEVILLE et al. 2014; VERNES 2014; NEWELL et al. 2016). This led us to 74 
investigate the role of the Dpr (defective proboscis extension response) and DIP (Dpr interacting 75 
protein) IgSF cell adhesion molecules in fru P1 neurons and the functions of the neurons in 76 
which they are expressed for courtship behavior. Sex-specific splicing of transcripts produced 77 
from the fru P1 promoter results in production of FruM transcription factors that are members of 78 
the BTB-zinc finger family, but no female-specific transcription factors (Figure 1A) (ITO et al. 79 
1996; RYNER et al. 1996). The other fru transcripts are not sex-specifically spliced and provide 80 
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essential functions (ANAND et al. 2001). In addition to the genomic studies, our work showed 81 
that dpr1, the founding member of the dpr family (NAKAMURA et al. 2002) has a role in gating 82 
the timing of the steps that comprise the male courtship ritual (GOLDMAN AND ARBEITMAN 83 
2007). The Dpr and DIP proteins are classified as cell-adhesion molecules, given that they are 84 
transmembrane proteins that contain extracellular Ig domains, with short cytoplasmic tails. The 85 
Dpr proteins have two extracellular Ig domains, whereas DIPs have three Ig domains (reviewed 86 
in ZINN AND OZKAN 2017; SANES AND ZIPURSKY 2020). The finding that cell adhesion molecules 87 
are regulated by FruM fit well with studies that showed that there are differences in arborization 88 
volumes throughout the central nervous system (CACHERO et al. 2010; YU et al. 2010), which 89 
would likely be directed by differences in cell adhesion/connectivity properties of the neurons. 90 
This led to predictions that differences in neuronal connectivity are important mechanisms to 91 
mediate behavioral dimorphism (CACHERO et al. 2010; YU et al. 2010). 92 
In-depth in vitro analyses of protein-protein interactions have shown that each Dpr has 93 
dimeric interactions with specific DIP proteins, with some having multiple DIP interacting 94 
partners. Additionally, some Dprs interact dimerically with Dprs through either heterophilic or 95 
homophilic interactions, and some of the DIPs interact dimerically through homophilic 96 
interactions (OZKAN et al. 2013; CARRILLO et al. 2015; COSMANESCU et al. 2018)(summarized in 97 
Supplemental Table 1). Functional analyses of the Dprs and DIPs have revealed roles in 98 
synaptic connectivity and specificity of neuronal targeting in the Drosophila neuromuscular 99 
junction, visual system and olfactory system (CARRILLO et al. 2015; TAN et al. 2015; BARISH et 100 
al. 2018; XU et al. 2018; ASHLEY et al. 2019; COURGEON AND DESPLAN 2019; MENON et al. 101 
2019; VENKATASUBRAMANIAN et al. 2019; XU et al. 2019). Cell adhesion molecules have 102 
already been shown to be important for sculpting dimorphism in fru P1 neurons, with studies of 103 
the IgSF member encoded by roundabout (robo) shown to be a direct target of FruM and 104 
responsible for dimorphic projections and morphology (MELLERT et al. 2010; ITO et al. 2016). 105 
Thus, the Dprs/DIPs are good candidates for directing sexual dimorphism in connectivity and 106 
morphology that underlies differences in reproductive behavior. 107 
 Our inroad into the study of the role of Dprs/DIPs in fru P1 neurons came from a 108 
systematic reanalysis of several genomic studies that shows that all the dprs and DIPs examined 109 
are potentially regulated by FruM or are expressed in fru P1 neurons. Additionally, a live tissue, 110 
in vivo staining approach demonstrates that there is sexual dimorphism in the overlap of fru P1 111 
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neurons that stain with a Dpr or DIP. This prompted us to examine the sets of neurons that 112 
express fru P1 and one of the dprs or DIPs, using a genetic intersectional strategy (fru P1 ∩ 113 
dpr/DIP; Figure 1C), to gain insight into the combinatorial codes of cell adhesion molecules that 114 
direct development of fru P1-expressing neurons in males and females. Additionally, we 115 
examine the roles of neurons expressing fru P1 and a dpr or DIP in reproductive behaviors to 116 
gain insight into whether the dprs/DIPs expression repertoires provides insights into functions of 117 
neuronal subtypes in directing behavior. In addition, this allows us to begin to elucidate which 118 
combinations of neurons underlie discrete steps in the courtship ritual. Additional genetic 119 
perturbation screens reveal functional roles of the sex hierarchy, and DIP-ε, in establishing sex-120 
specific architecture of fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons. A single cell RNA-sequencing analysis 121 
demonstrates the myriad, unique combinations of dprs/DIPs expressed in individual fru P1 122 
neurons, with overlapping expression of at least one dpr or DIP in every fru P1 neuron 123 
examined. Additionally, these single cell analyses generally show that dprs are expressed in 124 
more neurons at intermediate levels, whereas DIPs have higher expression in fewer neurons. 125 
Taken together, the dprs and DIPs play critical roles in establishing the fru P1 neural circuitry in 126 
both males and females. 127 
 128 
Results 129 
Genome-wide studies provide evidence that dprs and DIPs function in fru P1-expressing 130 
neurons 131 
 Our systematic reanalysis of previous genomic studies shows that dprs and DIPs likely 132 
have a role in fru P1 neurons (Figure 1B), with the majority of the dpr/DIP genes in the analysis 133 
identified as regulated by FruM or expressed in fru P1 neurons, in at least three independent 134 
genome-wide studies (GOLDMAN AND ARBEITMAN 2007; DALTON et al. 2013; NEVILLE et al. 135 
2014; VERNES 2014; NEWELL et al. 2016). Furthermore, a DNA binding site analysis further 136 
confirms this regulation. There is alternative splicing at the 3’ end of fru P1 transcripts that 137 
results in one DNA-binding-domain-encoding-exon being retained out of five potential exons. 138 
The predominant isoforms of FruM contain either the A, B or C DNA binding domain in the 139 
central nervous system (binding sites and genome-wide analysis described in DALTON et al. 140 
2013). When we search for the presence of the three sequence motifs near/in the dpr/DIP loci, 141 
FruM binding sites are found near/in all but two dpr/DIP loci that are examined (Supplemental 142 
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Table 1). Therefore, a systematic reanalysis of genome-wide studies strongly supports a role of 143 
dpr/DIPs in fru P1-expressing neurons. 144 
 145 
Live tissue staining shows sexual dimorphism in the number of cells that overlap with 146 
Dpr/DIP binding and fru P1 neurons 147 
We perform live tissue, in vivo staining, using conditioned tissue culture media that 148 
contains the epitope-tagged, extracellular regions of a Dpr or DIP. This allows us to examine 149 
binding to their respective Dpr/DIP partners in brain tissues of 48-hour pupae and 0-24 hour 150 
adults (as done in FOX AND ZINN 2005; LEE et al. 2009; OZKAN et al. 2013). Using this approach, 151 
we detect signal for two Dprs and two DIPs in the subesophageal ganglion of the brain (Dpr3, 152 
Dpr16, cDIP, and DIP- γ; Supplemental Figure 1). The live staining technique is not effective 153 
throughout the adult brain and for all Dprs/DIPs tested, perhaps due to the inability of the 154 
epitope-tagged Dprs/DIPs extracellular regions to penetrate other regions in live brain tissues, 155 
which are not permeabilized by detergent, as is done for fixed tissue. The number of neuronal 156 
cell bodies with staining is similar in males and females at both time points, in wild type and fru 157 
P1 mutants, with some significant differences with small effect sizes. However, the number of 158 
neuronal cell bodies with staining that overlap with fru P1 is significantly higher in males 159 
compared to females at both time points. Given that we do not see large sex-specific changes in 160 
the number of cells with signal in fru P1 mutants, suggests that regulation of dprs/DIPs is more 161 
complex than simple regulation by fru P1. Overall, the analysis reveals sexual dimorphism in 162 
binding of tagged Dpr/DIP proteins to fru P1 neurons in the subesophageal ganglion brain region 163 
using a live staining approach (Supplemental Figure 1), with more neurons with overlap 164 
detected in males.  165 
 166 
A genetic intersectional approach identifies neurons that express both fru P1 and a dpr or 167 
DIP in males and females 168 
The above results led us to examine the expression patterns of neurons that express both 169 
fru P1 and a dpr or DIP, using a genetic intersectional approach (Figure 1C). This approach 170 
restricts expression of a membrane-bound-GFP marker to neurons with intersecting expression 171 
of fru P1 and a dpr or DIP (fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP). This is accomplished using a UAS-membrane-172 
bound GFP reporter transgene that requires removal of an FRT-flanked stop cassette for 173 
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expression. Removal of the stop cassette is mediated by fru P1 driven FLP recombinase (YU et 174 
al. 2010). This system is used in combination with a collection of dpr- and DIP-Gal4 transgenic 175 
strains (Figure 1C) (VENKEN et al. 2011; NAGARKAR-JAISWAL et al. 2015a; NAGARKAR-176 
JAISWAL et al. 2015b; TAN et al. 2015; LEE et al. 2018). We primarily focus the analysis on 4-7 177 
day adults (Figures 2 and 3), which are sexually mature adults, and 0-24 hour adults to 178 
determine if the patterns change during early adult stages (Supplemental Figures 2 and 3). 179 
Additionally, behavioral studies are performed in 4-7 day adults (Figures 4-6), so the expression 180 
and behavioral data can be co-analyzed (Figure 7). At a gross morphological level, the patterns 181 
we observe in older 4-7 day old adults are also present in 0-24 hour adults, though in some cases 182 
expression in the mushroom was not as robust at the early time point.  183 
Based on our examination of the expression patterns in 27 intersecting genotypes, we find 184 
that 24 showed clear, membrane-bound GFP expression in the central nervous system at the time 185 
points examined. Of these, only two fru P1 ∩ DIP genotypes have very restricted and unique 186 
patterns (fru P1 ∩ DIP-δ and fru P1 ∩ DIP-!), whereas the other genotypes have broader 187 
expression, with many in similar regions/patterns (Figures 2 and 3). For example, 22 188 
intersecting genotypes, in both males and females, have consistent expression in the brain lateral 189 
protocerebral complex, including within the arch, ring, junction and crescent (for summary see 190 
Figure 7 and Supplemental Table 2). This region has been shown to have fru P1 neurons with 191 
sexually dimorphic arbor volumes (CACHERO et al. 2010; YU et al. 2010). Furthermore, the 192 
lateral protocerebral complex has inputs from sensory neurons and is predicted to be a site of 193 
sensory integration, to direct motor output (YU et al. 2010). We find 8 intersecting genotypes 194 
have expression in mushroom bodies in both males and females. This region has a well-195 
established role in learning and memory, including learning in the context of courtship rejection 196 
(MCBRIDE et al. 1999; MONTAGUE AND BAKER 2016; JONES et al. 2018; ZHAO et al. 2018). 197 
Overall, the majority of fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP genotypes are expressed in similar regions, suggesting 198 
that some may function in combinatorial manner within a neuron to direct patterning and/or 199 
synaptic targeting. 200 
We observe sex differences in the presence of morphological features and cell body 201 
number in regions we scored (Figures 2 and 3 and Supplemental Table 2), which were largely 202 
chosen because they were previously reported to display sexual dimorphism (CACHERO et al. 203 
2010; YU et al. 2010). For example, 18 intersecting genotypes show consistent presence of signal 204 
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in the mesothoracic triangle neuronal projections in males, but only two lines do so in females. 205 
While both males and female have expression in antennal lobe glomeruli DA1 and VA1v in 206 
several intersecting genotypes, there is also sexual dimorphism, with four genotypes having 207 
consistent expression in only female DA1 glomeruli (fru P1 ∩ dpr3, dpr10, dpr17, DIP-θ). In 208 
the ventral nerve cord, a midline crossing phenotype is consistently observed for the majority of 209 
intersecting genotypes only in males, which was previously shown to be a male-specific 210 
phenotype for a set of gustatory neurons (MELLERT et al. 2010). For all regions where cell bodies 211 
are counted, the trend was that there are more cell bodies in males than females. Thus, the 212 
differences in the patterns of expression between males and females are not large, with several 213 
genotypes having quantitative differences in the numbers of cell bodies present, rather than a 214 
more complete presence or absence difference. It is possible that there are additional quantitative 215 
differences that are not detected based on the resolution of the analyses, including quantitative 216 
differences in expression level of dpr/DIPs, or their sub-cellular localization, or in 217 
regions/features that are not quantified here (Figures 2 and 3 and Supplemental Table 2). 218 
 219 
Activation of fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP neurons results in atypical courtship behaviors 220 
Substantial progress has been made in showing fru P1 has a critical role in reproductive 221 
behaviors, including determining the function of small subsets of neurons that are responsible for 222 
different aspects of behavior (reviewed in AUER AND BENTON 2016). The tools in hand can 223 
further address if additional combinations or quantitative differences in the number of fru P1 224 
neurons are important for behavioral outcomes, given the fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP subsets and 225 
combinations we examine are distinct from those previously studied.  We use the genetic 226 
intersectional strategy to activate intersecting neurons, by driving expression of TrpA1, a heat 227 
activated cation channel (Figure 1C) (VON PHILIPSBORN et al. 2011). This allows for temporal 228 
control of neuronal activation by an acute increase of the temperature in the courtship chambers 229 
(32°C; controls were at 20°C). We find that neuronal activation resulted in decreases in male 230 
following and wing extending towards females for several genotypes (Figure 4 and 7 and 231 
Supplemental Table 3). We also observe that neuronal activation of fru P1 ∩ dpr (13/16) and 232 
fru P1 ∩ DIP (2/8) genotypes caused atypical courtship behavior towards a female, including 233 
double wing extension, and continuous abdominal bending, even if the female had moved away 234 
(Figure 4 and 7). These atypical behaviors could account for some of the decreases in following 235 
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and wing extension. For example, if a male is locked into abdominal bending, this would reduce 236 
courtship following behavior. Additionally, we find that some males ejaculated on the chamber 237 
in five intersecting genotypes: dpr5 (5 /15), dpr9 (3 /15), dpr10 (3 /15), and dpr12 (2 /15), and 238 
DIP-θ (4 /15). Of note, fru P1 ∩ DIP-α is the only strain that showed a decrease in courtship 239 
activities without a concomitant increase in atypical courtship behaviors. This suggests that fru 240 
P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons may normally inhibit courtship behaviors when they are activated. 241 
We next determine if the males require females to reach an arousal threshold needed to 242 
perform typical and atypical courtship behaviors, given that several of the courtship behaviors 243 
described above occur when the male was not oriented towards the female. To address this 244 
question, we examine courtship behaviors in solitary males, using the same temporal activation 245 
strategy as above. We find that activation of the fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP neurons is sufficient to elicit 246 
single wing extension, double wing extension, and abdominal bending in fru P1 ∩ dprs (11/16) 247 
and fru P1 ∩ DIPs (3/8) (Figure 5, 7 and Supplemental Table 3). Similarly, activating the 248 
intersecting fru P1 neuronal populations of fru P1 ∩ dpr5 (5 /10), dpr9 (1/10), dpr10 (1/10), 249 
dpr12 (3/10), and DIP-θ (1/10) causes males to ejaculate without a female present. Overall, 250 
activation of these subsets of fru P1 neurons is sufficient to direct reproductive behaviors, even if 251 
a female is not present, consistent with other neuronal activation experiments (reviewed in AUER 252 
AND BENTON 2016). 253 
 254 
Silencing fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP neurons result in courtship changes  255 
Given that activation of fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP neuronal subsets resulted in changes in 256 
courtship behaviors, we next determine how silencing these neurons impacts male-female 257 
courtship, to gain further insight into their roles. To test this we use the genetic intersectional 258 
approach with a UAS > stop > TNT transgene (Figure 1C) (STOCKINGER et al. 2005). The 259 
intersecting genotypes express tetanus toxin light chain, which cleaves synaptobrevin, resulting 260 
in synaptic inhibition (SWEENEY et al. 1995). As a control we also examine courtship behaviors 261 
of flies expressing an inactive form of TNT (TNTQ), using the genetic intersectional approach. 262 
In addition to scoring courtship behaviors, motor impairment is also scored (Figure 6 263 
and Supplemental Table 3). Given that neuronal silencing in several genotypes results in motor 264 
impairment, in which the male fell and is unable to quickly right himself, we quantify the time 265 
when the fly could not right himself as “motor defect” and subtract this from the overall 266 
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courtship time for behavioral indices (Figure 6). The intersecting genotypes that consistently 267 
demonstrate motor defects additionally show decreases in following and wing extension upon 268 
silencing, likely due to some motor impairment (fru P1 ∩ dpr1, dpr3, dpr4, dpr5, dpr9, dpr10, 269 
dpr11, dpr12, dpr15 and DIP-η). Additional courtship behavioral indices and latencies are 270 
quantified and those with motor defects show additional strong courtship phenotypes 271 
(Supplemental Table 3). However, seven intersecting genotypes have a decrease in 272 
following/wing extension indices and only minor or no motor impairment (fru P1 ∩ dpr2, dpr6, 273 
dpr17, dpr18, DIP-ε, DIP-θ, and DIP-γ). One genotype, fru P1 ∩ dpr7, has an increase in 274 
following/wing extension with neuronal silencing. In the case of fru P1 ∩ dpr7, we do not detect 275 
GFP expression in the central or peripheral nervous system in adults, so the neurons underlying 276 
this phenotype remain to be determined. Locomotor activity of the seven intersecting genotypes 277 
with no or minor motor defects are further analyzed for motor impairment (p<0.005 for strong 278 
motor defects; 0.05>p>0.005 for minor; Supplemental Table 3), along with fru P1 ∩ dpr7, and 279 
fru P1 ∩ dpr10, which has strong motor impairment. If there is a significant difference, the 280 
intersecting genotype with neuronal silencing has increased locomotor activity in the activity 281 
monitors, suggesting that the courtship phenotypes are not due to overall loss in motor activity 282 
(Supplemental Table 3).  283 
As above in the neuronal activating experiments, silencing fru P1 ∩ Dprs (13/19) is more 284 
likely to cause a courtship defect than silencing fru P1 ∩ DIPs (4/9). Given the large effect size 285 
of the courtship defects compared to the smaller effect size of the motor defect, it is clear that 286 
silencing fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP neurons in the central nervous system, for most genotypes, 287 
suppresses courtship (Figure 6). This is consistent with previous studies that have found that 288 
silencing fru P1 neurons in males leads to decreased courtship towards a female (MANOLI et al. 289 
2005; STOCKINGER et al. 2005). Interestingly, fru P1 ∩ DIP-α is the only strain to demonstrate 290 
motor defects, but no change in courtship behaviors upon silencing, underscoring the previous 291 
hypothesis that these neurons may normally be inhibitory for courtship.  292 
 293 
Meta-analysis of male fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP expression patterns and behavioral data  294 
 Next, we determine if intersecting genotypes with similar expression patterns also have 295 
similar behavioral outcomes in the neuronal activating and silencing experiments described 296 
above. We use a heuristic approach and generate a heatmap that groups dprs/DIPs based on 297 
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similarity of the fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP membrane-bound-GFP expression data (Figure 7A, and 298 
Supplemental Table 2 for additional visualizations). At the top of the heatmap is a dendrogram 299 
showing the relationships in expression data, grouping those that are most similar together (from 300 
data in Figure 2 and 3 and Supplemental Table 2). The bottom has colored dots that indicate 301 
the behavioral changes observed in the three different behavioral perturbation data sets (from 302 
data in Figures 4-6). The scoring key for the GFP expression phenotypes is shown (Figure 7B 303 
and Supplemental Table 2). Only the 24 intersecting genotypes with GFP expression data are 304 
included in the heat map. 305 
There is a set of eight intersecting genotypes grouped together on the right of the 306 
dendrogram that all have expression in the mushroom body and several regions within the lateral 307 
protocerebral complex, but varied expression across the other morphological features  (Figure 308 
7A; fru P1 ∩ dpr4, dpr5, dpr8, dpr9, dpr10, dpr12, dpr14 and DIP-γ). Seven have similar types 309 
of atypical courtship behaviors in the activating experiments (excluding fru P1 ∩ dpr8), in the 310 
male-female courtship assays. These seven also have similar behavioral phenotypes in the male-311 
alone condition, indicating that the activation threshold in these lines can be achieved without a 312 
female present (Figure 5).  313 
Furthermore, among the eight genotypes, there are four intersecting genotypes that have 314 
male ejaculates in the chamber, in both the male-female and male-alone neuronal activation 315 
assays. All four intersecting genotypes also have relatively high cell body counts in the 316 
abdominal ganglion, a region in the ventral nerve cord that has previously been shown to drive 317 
ejaculation (Supplemental Table 2) (TAYLER et al. 2012). However, not all intersecting 318 
genotypes with expression in the abdominal ganglion show the ejaculation phenotype, as shown 319 
in the heatmap. Furthermore, there is an intersecting genotype that does not have mushroom 320 
body expression, but also has the ejaculation phenotype (fru P1 ∩ DIP-θ). These results reveal 321 
how different combinations and numbers of neurons can direct a similar behavioral outcome. 322 
Overall, the results point to a critical role for interactions between the mushroom body and 323 
protocerebral complex in directing courtship behaviors, which are modified by being activated in 324 
combination with other neuronal populations. This is consistent with an idea put forth previously 325 
that posited connections between these two brain regions may integrate diverse external stimuli 326 
with internal physiological state and previous behavioral experience (YU et al. 2010). 327 
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Twenty-two intersecting genotypes have expression in different regions of lateral 328 
protocerebral complex, but no consistent expression in the mushroom body. An examination of 329 
the behavioral phenotypes reveals no consistent behavioral phenotypes, based on the lateral 330 
protocerebral complex expression data. While the lateral protocerebral complex is critical for 331 
higher order processing, the data further supports the idea that interactions across different 332 
combinations of activated neurons, in each intersecting genotype, is critical for the behavioral 333 
outcomes and underscores how different patterns of neuronal activity can direct similar 334 
behavioral outcomes. 335 
 336 
Correlation of fru P1 ∩ Dpr/DIP expression patterns  337 
As an additional heuristic tool, we plot the correlation of the GFP expression patterns for 338 
the male and female data (Figure 7C and Supplemental Table 2). One goal is to gain insight 339 
into whether Dprs/DIPs with the same interacting partners are co-expressed together. This allows 340 
us to gain insight into the mechanisms used by these IgSF molecules to direct cell adhesion and 341 
to determine if there are sex differences. Another goal is to determine if the protein-protein 342 
interactions may occur through cis (within the same neuron) vs trans (across neurons) 343 
interactions. For example, if protein-protein interactions are in cis, then the Dpr/DIP interacting 344 
partners will be expressed in the same neurons and have correlated expression patterns. To 345 
address these questions, the plots are annotated with DIPs (colored dots) that each Dpr interacts 346 
with on the right (based on interactome from CARRILLO et al. 2015).  347 
It appears that some Dprs/DIPs that bind the same partner have the most similar 348 
expression patterns. For example, in males fru P1 ∩ dpr1, and dpr2 have highly correlated 349 
expression and both Dpr1 and Dpr2 interact with DIP-η and DIP-θ. In addition, the male fru P1 350 
∩ DIP- η expression pattern is highly correlated with fru P1 ∩ dpr1, and dpr2, suggesting that 351 
Dpr-DIP protein-protein interactions may also occur in cis. Similarly, in females, fru P1 ∩ dpr1, 352 
dpr2, and dpr3 have highly correlated expression, with Dpr1, Dpr2 and Dpr3 also all interacting 353 
with DIP-η and DIP-θ. On the other hand, in males, dpr11 does not have highly correlated 354 
expression with DIP- β and DIP-γ, though Dpr11 interacts with DIP-β and DIP-γ. This is 355 
consistent with protein-protein interactions occurring in trans. In females, fru P1 ∩ dpr8, dpr9, 356 
dpr11 (interact with DIP-β and DIP-γ) have highly correlated expression patterns, which is not 357 
observed in males. Therefore, there are sex-differences in the co-expression patterns of Dprs that 358 
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could underlie dimorphism in morphology. fru P1 ∩ DIP-α and DIP-δ have the most restricted 359 
expression patterns and they are not highly correlated with the expression patterns of their 360 
interacting Dpr partners, in either males or females. Overall, based on the correlation patterns in 361 
the expression data, it appears that some protein-protein interactions can occur in cis or trans. 362 
Additionally, some Dpr and DIPs with similar binding partners have correlated expression, 363 
which could be a mechanism to mediate the strength of neuronal adhesion. These observations 364 
are also supported by the single cell sequencing data (see below). 365 
 366 
A higher resolution analysis of fru P1 ∩ DIP-α reveals additional sexually dimorphic 367 
expression patterns 368 
To gain insight into mechanisms that generate sexual dimorphism in morphology, we 369 
examine the relatively small number of fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons in male and females. Their small 370 
number facilitates in-depth analysis, as cell bodies and projection patterns are easier to discern 371 
(Figure 8 and Supplemental Table 4). While the overall patterns are similar (Figure 8A), there 372 
are fine-scale differences (Supplemental Table 4). There are sex-differences in the superior 373 
medial protocerebrum region (SMP; Figure 8A and B, subpanels I), where females have a 374 
longer (dotted-line) and broader projection (arrowhead), as compared to males. Moreover, in the 375 
medial part of midbrain, an “M” shaped peak forms (“M”-like) in males that is not typically 376 
observed in females (curved dotted-line, Figure 8A and B, subpanels II&III). Additionally, in 377 
the ventral lateral protocerebrum region (VLP) there are neuronal cell bodies (arrowhead, Figure 378 
8A and B, subpanels II&III), and projections in a “square” shaped pattern that are more 379 
frequently observed in females (closed dotted-line, Figure 8A and B, subpanels II&III). There 380 
is also a greater frequency of neuronal cell bodies present in the subesophageal ganglion (SEG) 381 
in females, as compared to males (arrowhead, Figure 8A and B, subpanels IV). In the 382 
abdominal ganglia (AbG) of the ventral nerve cord there is a higher density of projections in 383 
males (Figure 8A and B, subpanels V). In contrast, females have a distinct “forceps” shaped 384 
pattern in the AbG region (arrowhead, Figure 8A and B, subpanels V). Taken together, it 385 
appears that the sex differences are due to differences in the number of neurons and also in the 386 
morphology of projections and arborizations (Figure 8).  387 
  388 
Changing the sex of DIP-α neurons alters the fru P1 ∩ DIP-α co-expressing patterns 389 
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We next investigate whether perturbations of the sex hierarchy genes impact fine-scale 390 
sex differences in fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons (Figure 8 and Supplemental Table 4). In this screen, 391 
DIP-α-Gal4 drives broad expression of each transgene (see Supplemental Table 4), and the fru 392 
P1 ∩ DIP-α patterns are visualized. First, we examine the phenotypes when we overexpress the 393 
female-isoform of the sex hierarchy gene tra (traF). This is expected to feminize the neurons by 394 
switching to female-specific splicing of fru P1 (Figure 1).  In males, the projections in the SMP 395 
became more female-like (Figure 8C-D, subpanels I). In the medial part of midbrain, the 396 
horizontal projections in half of the male samples are either more female-like or not detected 397 
(Figure 8C-D, subpanels II). Similarly, among half of the male samples, the neuronal patterns 398 
within the AbG are either more female-like or missing (Figure 8C-D, subpanels V). We observe 399 
unexpected phenotypes in females upon overexpressing TraF, which suggests quantitative 400 
differences in TraF have biological outcomes, as we previously suggested (ARBEITMAN et al. 401 
2016). For instance, a lateral ascending neuronal projection is observed more frequently in the 402 
VLP region (Figure 8C-D, subpanels III dotted line). However, the neuronal cell bodies in the 403 
VLP, the adjacent “square” shaped projection patterns (closed dotted-line, Figure 8C-D, 404 
subpanels III) and the medial horizontal projection (Figure 8C-D, subpanels III) are less 405 
frequently observed, as compared to control females.  406 
We also examine phenotypes after FruM over-expression, by driving broad expression in 407 
DIP-α cells and visualizing the fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons. We test three isoforms of FruM (UAS-408 
FruMA, UAS-FruMB, and UAS-FruMC) and find they could effectively produce FruM in the 409 
expected DIP-α pattern (Supplemental Table 7). Overexpression of FruMB and FruMC has large 410 
phenotypic impacts, whereas FruMA does not, consistent with previous functional studies of the 411 
FruM isoforms (NOJIMA et al. 2014; VON PHILIPSBORN et al. 2014). Overexpression of FruMB 412 
results in a higher frequency of the “M” shaped projection pattern in males (curved dotted-line, 413 
“M”-like, Figure 8E-F, subpanels II), while the “U” shaped SEG projection is not observed as 414 
frequently (“U”-like, Figure 8E-F, subpanels IV). The density of the neuronal projects in the 415 
AbG is also reduced. In females, the lateral ascending neuronal projection in the VLP region is 416 
observed more frequently (Figure 8E-F, III). The overexpression of FruMC leads to substantial 417 
reduction of fru P1 ∩ DIP-α intersecting neurons in both males and females (Figure 8G-H, 418 
subpanels III), which could be due to a loss of neurons and/or their projects.  The phenotype 419 
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could also be due to reduced DIP-α-Gal4 expression, given overexpression of FruM was 420 
previously shown to reduce expression of some IgSFs (DALTON et al. 2013). 421 
A loss of the FruMC isoform, only in fru P1 neurons, has less strong phenotypic 422 
consequences (fruFLP/ fruDC; Figure 8I-J). In males, the SMP projections appear more female-423 
like and there is an increase in neurons with a lateral projection, due to loss of the FruMC isoform. 424 
Therefore, overexpressing FruMC isoform in the broad DIP-α-Gal4 pattern impacts fru P1 ∩ 425 
DIP-α neurons more substantially than loss of FruMC isoform in only fru P1 expressing neurons. 426 
This suggests that the wildtype FruMC spatial expression pattern is critical for function. 427 
Furthermore, if we limit the overexpression of TraF and FruM to only fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons 428 
using an additional transgene (tub>GAL80>), we also see phenotypes that are less severe than 429 
observed when overexpression is in all DIP-α neurons (see Supplemental Figure 4). Overall, 430 
quantitative and spatial changes in the expression of sex hierarchy genes alters the sexually 431 
dimorphic fru P1 ∩ DIP-α patterns. This demonstrates that sex differences in morphology are 432 
downstream of sex hierarchy regulation, through both cell autonomous and non-autonomous 433 
mechanisms. 434 
 435 
Knockdown of DIP-ε in fru P1 ∩ DIP-α co-expressing neurons alters the expression 436 
patterns 437 
 To determine the functional roles of dprs/DIPs in fru P1-expressing neurons, we conduct 438 
an RNAi and over-expressor screen. We use the DIP-α and DIP-δ drivers, given that they have 439 
the most restricted intersecting expression patterns, which facilitates visually identifying altered 440 
patterns in fru P1 ∩ DIP neurons. Here, the DIP-Gal4 drives expression of an RNAi or over-441 
expressor transgene of other dprs/DIPs. It should be noted that while these fru P1 ∩ DIP 442 
intersecting patterns are highly restricted, the DIP-Gal4 patterns that drive the perturbation are 443 
broader (see Supplemental Table 4). Out of the 36 genotypes screened, only one perturbation 444 
robustly alters the fru P1 ∩ DIP expression pattern (Supplemental Table 5). Knocking down 445 
DIP-ε in all DIP-α neurons changes the fru P1 ∩ DIP-α pattern (Figure 9). Males show a 446 
significant loss of neuronal projections that have “U” shaped arbors (see Figure 9C, subpanel 447 
I). Both males and females show a reduction of a set of descending neurons when compared to 448 
control flies expressing RFP RNAi (see Figure 9C, subpanel II). In addition, females show an 449 
enhancement of projections in the SMP region of the brain (see Figure 9C, subpanel III). These 450 
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enhanced SMP projections have longer and more extensive projections that are not observed in 451 
males. Given that no other dpr or DIP RNAi perturbation shows these three phenotypes, suggests 452 
that they are specific to the DIP-ε perturbation (Supplemental Table 5). No obvious 453 
morphological changes are observed in the ventral nerve cord.  454 
We next examine the phenotypes when the DIP-ε RNAi knockdown is limited to only the 455 
fru P1 ∩ DIP-α co-expressing neurons, rather than all DIP-α neurons. We continue to use the 456 
genetic intersecting approach to visualize the neurons with GFP. To restrict expression of DIP-ε 457 
RNAi to fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons we use an additional construct (tub>GAL80>), such that Gal4 458 
is now only transcriptionally active in fru P1 ∩ DIP-α (Figure 9B). Males no longer show a 459 
significant reduction of the “U” shaped projections, and neither sex shows a significant reduction 460 
of descending neurons (Figure 9). This suggests that these phenotypes are due to reduction of 461 
DIP-ε outside of fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons, in a non-cell-autonomous manner. Conversely, 462 
females still have the enhanced projections in the protocerebrum. This suggests that this 463 
phenotype is cell autonomous and driven by a reduction in DIP-ε expression inside the fru P1 ∩ 464 
DIP-α neurons. The results are consistent with the observation that both fru P1 ∩ DIP-α and 465 
DIP-ε are expressed in similar patterns in the SMP (Figure 3) and so it is not unexpected that 466 
expression of DIP-ε RNAi can have a functional impact in fru P1 ∩ DIP-α. Taken together, these 467 
results demonstrate that DIP-ε plays a critical role in establishing wildtype fru P1 neuronal 468 
patterns, in both a cell-autonomous and non-cell-autonomous manner.  469 
 470 
Single cell mRNA sequencing analysis in male fru P1-expressing cells 471 
To examine the repertoires of dprs/DIPs expressed in individual fru P1 neurons, we 472 
perform single cell sequencing (10X Genomics). The analysis is performed on male central 473 
nervous system tissues (48-hour pupal stage), from flies that expressed membrane-bound GFP in 474 
fru P1 neurons. We chose this developmental stage to gain further insight into how the 475 
dprs/DIPs direct development of fru P1 neurons, as this is the stage where FruM has peak 476 
expression (in ~2,000 neurons, LEE et al. 2000). The matrix of the single cell sequencing data is 477 
filtered to identify the fru P1 neurons, based on detection of the membrane-bound GFP mRNA, 478 
which resulted in 5,621 cells for analysis. We perform normalization and data scaling using all 479 
genes in the matrix, for data from the fru P1 neurons. We find that all fru P1 neurons express at 480 
least one dpr/DIP. Then a principle component analysis (PCA) is performed using only dpr/DIP 481 
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gene expression, and the dimensionality is reduced with the UMAP algorithm (McInnes and 482 
Healy, 2018 arXiv:1802.03426 and STUART et al. 2019). Cells with similar dpr/DIP expression 483 
will cluster closely with one another in the UMAP plot (Figure 10A). A visual inspection of the 484 
UMAP plot reveals that the patterns of dpr/DIP expression are not distinct enough to generate 485 
highly refined clusters that have large separation in the UMAP plot.  486 
For each cluster, we next determine if a combination of dprs/DIPs are largely responsible 487 
for each cluster identity. We examine the average expression and the percent of cells with 488 
expression of each dpr/DIP in each cluster (Figure 10B). We find that the majority of the DIPs 489 
have high average expression in one cluster, with a large percent of the cells in the cluster having 490 
expression. This is distinct from the majority of the dprs, where the average expression and the 491 
percent of cells that express the dpr is more moderate and similar across many clusters. It does 492 
not appear that most of the clusters are due to co-expression of Dpr/DIP interacting partners 493 
(Figure 10C), based on a visual inspection. Furthermore, the distribution of the expression 494 
patterns overlaid on the UMAP plot for each dpr/DIP also shows that the DIPs have more 495 
restricted expression. For example, dpr21 is broadly detected across the UMAP plot, whereas 496 
DIP-α has restricted expression in cluster 10, at the upper left-hand side of the UMAP plot 497 
(subset of expression patterns in Figure 10D; for all dprs/DIPs see Supplemental Figure 5). 498 
This suggests that in vivo, DIPs may have different functional roles, compared to Dprs, in terms 499 
of directing synaptic specificity or cell adhesion properties of the neuron. 500 
We also generate a dendrogram, by hierarchical clustering, to visualize which dprs and 501 
DIPs have the most similar expression patterns, using the same normalized and scaled gene 502 
expression data matrix that is used to generate the UMAP plot (Supplemental Table 6). We find 503 
that some dprs and DIPs that have shared interacting partners have the most similar expression 504 
to each other. This includes the following pairs: dpr2 and dpr3; dpr6 and dpr10; dpr16 and 505 
dpr17; and DIP-ζ and DIP-ε. We find that DIP-α, DIP-ι and cDIP have the most distinct 506 
expression patterns from the rest of the interactome, which may be due to low number of cells in 507 
which they are detected (see Upset plot described below; Supplemental Table 6). For some 508 
neurons, co-expression of dprs and DIPs with the same interacting partners may be a mechanism 509 
to generate different adhesion properties. 510 
Next, we examine the number of different combinations of dpr and DIP expression 511 
repertoires. To do this analysis a gene is considered expressed within a neuron if the normalized 512 
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and scaled expression data value is >1, thus excluding those with stochastic expression detection 513 
due to low expression levels (403 neurons do not have dpr/DIP expression based on this 514 
criterion; 5,218 neurons remain). There are 458 neurons that express only one dpr or DIP. The 515 
range of neurons that express 2-8 dprs and DIPs is between 451-653 neurons (4,024 total); that 516 
express 9-11 dprs and DIPs is between 105-332 neurons (657 total); and that express 12-15 dprs 517 
and DIPs is between 5-45 neurons (79 total; Supplemental Table 6). Next, we look at the 518 
number of neurons with the same expression repertoire. This can be ascertained using an “Upset” 519 
plot, which is conceptually similar to a Venn Diagram, but accommodates a large number of 520 
conditions, which here are the 5,218 single neuron expression repertoires. The majority of 521 
expression repertoires that are detected in more than one neuron are those for which the neuron 522 
only expresses one dpr or DIP (single dots on bottom of Upset Plot, 457 neurons; Supplemental 523 
Table 6). There were also 466 neurons that had shared co-expression combinations due to 524 
expression of 2-5 dprs and DIPs. The majority of fru P1 neurons had a unique repertoire of 525 
dpr/DIP expression (4,295 neurons), due to expression of different combinations of 2-15 dprs 526 
and DIPs (Supplemental Table 6). In the developing fru P1 neurons, this singular and co-527 
expression of dprs and DIPs provides a mechanism to generate different connectivity properties 528 
for each cell. 529 
 530 
Discussion 531 
Based on our systematic reevaluation of previous genomic data sets and the microscopy 532 
results presented, we show that dprs/DIPs are regulated by FruM and expressed in fru P1 neurons 533 
in both males and females (Figures 1-3). The expression pattern for each fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP 534 
genotype is unique, though many genotypes have expression in the same brain regions, including 535 
the lateral protocerebral complex, mushroom body, antennal lobe, tritocerebral loop, 536 
mesothoracic triangle and abdominal ganglion (Figure 7), which are regions that were 537 
previously shown to be among those with the most pronounced sexual dimorphism in fru P1 538 
neurons (CACHERO et al. 2010; YU et al. 2010). Furthermore, while the patterns for each 539 
genotype are similar between males and females, we find sexual dimorphism in some of the 540 
projection patterns and in neuron numbers (Figures 2,3 and 7). Given that the dprs/DIPs are not 541 
sex-specifically expressed, this suggests that their role in generating sexual dimorphism may be 542 
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quantitative, due to sexual dimorphism in expression levels or differences in the number of 543 
neurons in which they are expressed in a given region.  544 
We find that activating and silencing the subsets of neurons defined by each fru P1 ∩ 545 
dpr/DIP genotype differentially impacts male courtship behaviors, with the results highlighting 546 
that the activity of different combinations of neurons can generate a similar behavioral outcome. 547 
This analysis provides further insight into how similar behavioral outcomes can be generated in 548 
different ethological contexts, through the integration of information across many different 549 
neuronal subtypes. An examination of the similarities of fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP expression patterns 550 
and behavioral outcomes suggests that interactions between the mushroom body and lateral 551 
protocerebral complex are critical to reach a certain threshold of activation for male courtship 552 
behaviors, in both the male-female and male-alone paradigm, given that the genotypes with 553 
expression in those two regions had the most consistent and robust behavioral phenotypes. 554 
Interactions between neurons in these two regions have previously been proposed to integrate 555 
disparate sensory information and behavioral experiences, to direct courtship outcomes (YU et 556 
al. 2010).  557 
A higher resolution analysis of fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons found additional sexual 558 
dimorphism in projections and neuron number that are downstream of the sex hierarchy. 559 
Regulation by the sex hierarchy of fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons is both cell-autonomous and cell 560 
non-autonomous. These result point to the importance of understanding the development and 561 
function of fru P1 neurons in a broad context, taking into account interactions with both fru P1 562 
and non-fru P1 neurons. Furthermore, an RNAi and overexpression screen show there is 563 
functional redundancy in patterning, with only DIP- ε RNAi generating phenotypes. A single cell 564 
RNA-seq analysis of fru P1 neurons shows that dprs/DIPs are expressed in every fru P1 neuron, 565 
with the majority having a unique expression combination. The UMAP cluster analysis shows 566 
that generally DIPs have high average expression in a small set of neurons, whereas dprs have 567 
more moderate expression across a larger set of neurons, suggesting that they may have different 568 
functional roles. 569 
 570 
Role of Dprs and DIPs in sexual dimorphism of fru P1 neurons 571 
In the optic lobe, antennal lobe and neuromuscular junction, genetic analyses have 572 
demonstrated that Dprs/DIPs have a role in synaptic specificity and connectivity, with Dpr-DIP 573 
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interactome partner pairs mediating these critical functions (CARRILLO et al. 2015; TAN et al. 574 
2015; BARISH et al. 2018; XU et al. 2018; ASHLEY et al. 2019; COURGEON AND DESPLAN 2019; 575 
MENON et al. 2019; VENKATASUBRAMANIAN et al. 2019; XU et al. 2019). Our screen to identify 576 
morphological or synaptic changes in fru P1 ∩ DIP-α and DIP-δ neurons, using dpr/DIP RNAi 577 
or overexpression transgenes identified only one perturbation with an impact; reduction of DIP-ε 578 
by RNAi on the fru P1 ∩ DIP-α pattern, with both cell autonomous and non-autonomous roles. 579 
This suggests that there is sufficient redundancy that removal or addition of one member of the 580 
Dpr/DIP interactome cannot change patterning robustly. It is possible that this is due to overall 581 
patterning by the other Dpr/DIP interactome pairs, given how many different combinations of 582 
dpr/DIP genes are expressed in the majority of fru P1 neurons, based on the single cell 583 
sequencing data. DIP-ε interacts with a large number of Dprs, which may be one of the reasons a 584 
reduction of DIP-ε results in morphological changes. We found that some Dprs that interact with 585 
the same DIP are expressed in the same brain regions (Figure 7), and/or are detected in the same 586 
neurons (Supplemental Table 6), consistent with the idea of redundancy. This could also be due 587 
to other members of the IgSF that were identified by our genomic-scale screens as expressed in 588 
fru P1 neurons, or other guidance molecules. The enhanced set of projections in the superior 589 
medial protocerebrum region of the brain due to reduced DIP-ε is reminiscent of the synaptic 590 
targeting phenotypes seen in the optic lobe due to dpr/DIP perturbations (CARRILLO et al. 2015; 591 
TAN et al. 2015; COURGEON AND DESPLAN 2019; MENON et al. 2019; XU et al. 2019), which 592 
supports a role of dprs/DIPs in the development of fru P1 neuroanatomical projection patterns 593 
and/or synaptic targets.  594 
Future studies that are performed with genetic tools that yield more penetrant phenotypes 595 
than RNAi, including Crispr/Cas9 generated alleles, will likely reveal additional roles for 596 
Dprs/DIPs. Furthermore, Crispr/Cas9 gene knock-out approaches can target multiple dprs/DIPs, 597 
allowing one to test for functional redundancy. Additional analyses to determine the subcellular 598 
localization of each Dpr/DIP will also be important to understand their roles in the nervous 599 
system, especially to determine if they are present in synaptic termini and dendrites, which 600 
would be consistent with a role of synaptic specificity. It is clear that higher resolution analyses 601 
of the fru P1 ∩ DIP-α pattern reveal more sexual dimorphism, so additional analysis of other 602 
genotypes at this resolution will be important, including determining developmental patterns to 603 
gain insight into mechanisms that underlie sexual dimorphism. Furthermore, our expression data 604 
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reveal expression beyond development, well into adult stages. Adult roles of the dprs/DIPs may 605 
include mediating neuronal connectivity changes due to reproductive experiences. The results of 606 
the single-cell RNA sequencing analyses show that the majority of expression repertoires of the 607 
dpr and DIP genes is distinct within each fru P1 neuron. Additionally, we find that most DIPs 608 
have high expression in a small set of neurons, and most dprs have moderate expression across a 609 
larger set of neurons. One possibility is that DIP expression in a neuron provides more 610 
information about cell fate identity, because it is more restricted and at higher levels. 611 
 612 
fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP neurons and male courtship behaviors 613 
In this study each fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP genotype has different expression patterns across the 614 
nervous system, allowing us to ascertain if different combinations of neurons are critical for a 615 
behavioral outcome. We found that genotypes that had neuronal activation in both mushroom 616 
bodies and the lateral protocerebral complex had the most consistent observation of atypical 617 
behaviors and overall courtship in both the male-female and male-alone courtship behavioral 618 
studies. While there has been an impressive effort to map functions onto small subsets of neurons 619 
(ROBIE et al. 2017), our results suggest that it will also be important to understand the roles of 620 
different combinations of neurons to fully understand behavioral outcomes. This will facilitate 621 
understanding of how different sensory and courtship experiences impart physiological changes 622 
to direct behavior. Furthermore, these activation experiments may also reveal insights about 623 
evolution of behavior. In some Drosophila species, males perform a double wing extension 624 
during courtship (reviewed in ANHOLT et al. 2020). We observe double wing extension in 625 
several genotypes in the neuronal activation experiments, suggesting that changing levels of 626 
neuronal activity are a way to evolve a new behavior. While this study focused on male 627 
reproductive behaviors, it will also be interesting to examine the role of fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP 628 
neurons on female behavioral outcomes. 629 
 630 
Conclusions 631 
Over the last several years genomic studies have pointed to a role of the dprs/DIPs in fru P1 632 
neurons (GOLDMAN AND ARBEITMAN 2007; DALTON et al. 2013; NEVILLE et al. 2014; VERNES 633 
2014; NEWELL et al. 2016). Indeed, our early study showed that dpr1 had a role in courtship 634 
gating, or the timing of the steps that the male performs (GOLDMAN AND ARBEITMAN 2007). 635 
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Until recently, a systematic analysis of the role of dprs/DIPs in fru P1 neurons was not possible. 636 
Future studies aimed at a systematic analysis of the Dpr/DIP interactome will further elucidate 637 
the role of these cell adhesion molecules in terms of specifying neuroanatomy and also as 638 
powerful tool to gain insight into the functions of different sets of fru P1 neurons. 639 
 640 
 641 
 642 
 643 
  644 
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Materials and methods 645 
Fly husbandry and stocks 646 
All flies were raised at 25°C on a 12:12 hours light-dark cycle. The flies were grown 647 
using standard cornmeal food media (33 L H2O, 237 g Agar, 825 g dried deactivated yeast, 1560 648 
g cornmeal, 3300 g dextrose, 52.5 g Tegosept in 270 ml 95% ethanol and 60 ml Propionic acid). 649 
A list of Drosophila strains is provided (Supplemental Table 7). 650 
 651 
Immunohistochemistry and confocal microscopy 652 
Brain and ventral nerve cord (VNC) tissues were dissected from animals that were either 653 
0-24 hour adults, or 4-7-day adults. Samples were dissected in 1x Phosphate Buffered Saline 654 
(PBS; 140 mM NaCl, 10 mM phosphate buffer, and 3 mM KCl, pH 7.4) and immediately 655 
transferred to fix (4% paraformaldehyde, 1x PBS) for 25 minutes at room temperature. Samples 656 
were washed for 5 minutes with 1x PBS, three times. The tissue was then permeabilized with 657 
TNT (0.1 M Tris-HCl [pH 7.4], 0.3 M NaCl, 0.5% Triton X-100), for 15 minutes, followed by 658 
two additional 5 minute TNT washes. The tissue was rinsed in 1x PBS, and then Image-iT™ FX 659 
Signal Enhancer (Invitrogen) was applied for 25 minutes. Finally, the tissue was washed in TNT 660 
for two washes of 5 minutes each. Diluted primary antibody in TNT was applied, and samples 661 
were incubated overnight at 4°C. Next, the tissue was washed six times in TNT for 5 minutes 662 
each, and then secondary antibody diluted in TNT and applied. The samples were then incubated 663 
for 2 hours at room temperature or overnight at 4°C. Following this incubation, samples were 664 
washed six times in TNT for 5 minutes each and then mounted in Secureseal™ Image Spacers 665 
(Electron Microscopy Services), on glass slides with VectaShield® Mounting Medium (Vector 666 
Laboratories; H-1000), and covered with #1.5 coverslips. Primary antibodies were used in the 667 
following dilutions, as indicated in the figure legends: mouse α-nc82 (1:20; Developmental 668 
Studies Hybridoma Bank, AB_2314866), rabbit α-Myc (1:6050; abcam, ab9106), rabbit α-GFP 669 
Alexa Fluor 488 (1:600; Invitrogen, A21311). Secondary antibodies were used in the following 670 
dilutions: goat α-rabbit Alexa Fluor 568 (1:500; Invitrogen, A11036), goat α-mouse Alexa Fluor 671 
633 (1:500; Invitrogen A21052). For labeling of three MCFO markers (FLAG, V5, and HA), 672 
brains and VNCs samples were dissected and stained by following the method modified from 673 
Nern et al (NERN et al. 2015). The primary antibodies rabbit α-HA (1:300; Cell Signaling, 674 
3724S), mouse α-FLAG (1:500; Sigma, F1804), and rabbit α-V5 DyLight 549 (Rockland, 600-675 
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442-378), and the secondary antibodies goat α-rabbit Alexa Fluor 633 (1:500; Invitrogen 676 
A21071) and goat α-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 (1:500; Invitrogen A11001) were used. All the 677 
antibodies were diluted in TNT. 678 
Images were acquired on a Zeiss LSM 700 confocal microscope with a 20x objective and 679 
bidirectional scanning. The interval of each slice was set as 1.0 µm. Zeiss Zen software (Black 680 
edition, 2012) was used to make adjustments to laser power and detector gain to enhance the 681 
signal to noise ratio. 682 
 683 
Live tissue staining  684 
Conditioned media containing the extracellular domain (ECD) of the Dpr/DIPs was 685 
generated by transfecting Drosophila S2 cells with DNA plasmids, as previously described 686 
(OZKAN et al. 2013). S2 cells were seeded at 2x106 per 6cm plate in 4 mL S2 medium (Lonza). 687 
One hour after plating, S2 cells were transfected with 1 ug plasmid DNA using the Effectene 688 
reagent kit (Qiagen). The plasmid DNA which contains cDNA of FLAG-tagged ECDs are under 689 
the metallothionein promoter control. Therefore, 1 mM CuSO4 was used to induce ECD 690 
expression 18-hours after plasmid DNA transfection. Conditioned media were collected after 3-691 
days of 1mM CuSO4 induction. S2 cells were removed by 10 minutes of gentle spinning at 692 
1,500g and the supernatant was further spun through an Amicon Ultra-4 Centrifugal Filter, with 693 
100 kDa cut-off, to concentrate the conditioned media containing the ECD. The supernatant was 694 
stored at 4°C with 0.02% sodium azide and protease inhibitors (Sigma, P8849). 695 
For live tissue staining, Drosophila central nervous systems tissue were dissected in S2 696 
medium and then incubated with conditioned S2 medium for 18 hours at 4°C on a rotating 697 
platform. After the incubation, tissues were washed with S2 medium and fixed with 4% 698 
paraformaldehyde in 1x PBS for 45 minutes. After fixation, tissues were further washed with two 699 
times of 1x PBS and two times with TNT. ECD binding was detected through overnight 700 
incubation of 1:500 of anti-FLAG antibody (Sigma) at 4°C. Goat anti-mouse Alexa Flour 488 701 
(1:500) was used as the secondary antibody. Three times of TNT wash were performed before 702 
slide and imaging, as described above. 703 
 704 
Image analysis and quantification of fru P1 ∩ Dpr/DIP neurons 705 
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 Brain and VNC confocal images of 4-7-day old male or female adults were analyzed for 706 
the presence of certain morphological features and cell body numbers of select neurons. The 707 
images were scored blind, in randomized batches, by three independent people. The analysis was 708 
performed using Fiji-ImageJ 14.1, with the cell counter Janelia version 1.47h plugin. To 709 
determine which regions to analyze, the following criteria were used: 1) regions that had 710 
sexually dimorphic structures, 2) were present in many of the different genotypes, and/or 3) are 711 
known to be important for reproductive behaviors. A template of example images, with regions 712 
indicated, was used to ensure accurate and similar image analyses across all researchers 713 
(Supplemental Table 2). As a test to ensure accuracy of scoring across the three individuals, a 714 
round-robin scoring design was employed, with each image scored by three individuals, for a 715 
subset of 26 images, which showed high concordance. The raw cell count numbers and 716 
morphological observations were recorded in excel, compiled and then unblinded 717 
(Supplemental Table 2).  718 
 719 
Generation of heatmaps  720 
Heatmaps and correlation plots of the image analysis data were generated using 721 
Morpheus (Broad Institute; https://software.broadinstitute.org/morpheus). For features that were 722 
scored as present or absent, a value of 0 or 1 was calculated as the number of samples with the 723 
feature present divided by total number of samples. For the cell count data, the replicate data was 724 
averaged, and then all data was divided by the highest value for that cell count feature, so all data 725 
were between 0 and 1. The hierarchal cluster heatmap was made using the following parameters: 726 
one minus spearman rank correlation as the metric, average for linkage method, and clustering 727 
by the columns (data for each dpr/DIP). The correlation heatmaps were created using the 728 
Morpheus similarity matrix tools, using the following parameters: spearman rank as the metric, 729 
computed for the columns.  730 
 731 
Courtship behavior assays and analyses 732 
For all behavior, male flies were collected 0-6 hours post-eclosion, housed individually in 733 
small vials, and aged for 4-7 days. Canton S virgin females (white) were also collected 0-6 hours 734 
post-eclosion, and aged for 4-7 days in groups to be used as female targets for courtship with 735 
males containing the UAS > stop > TrpA1:myc transgene. Canton S virgin females were 736 
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collected and kept in a similar manner to be used for courtship with male flies containing the 737 
UAS > stop > TNTE/TNTQ transgenes. Flies were kept in a 25°C incubator on a 12:12 hour 738 
light:dark cycle, unless otherwise noted. Courtship chambers were placed on a temperature-739 
controlled metal block at 25°C and videos were recorded between ZT 5-10, in a 10-mm chamber 740 
for ten minutes, or until successful copulation occurred, whichever came first. For courtship 741 
using male flies harboring the UAS > stop > TrpA1:myc transgene, the male flies were reared 742 
and housed in a 19°C incubator, on a 12:12 light:dark cycle, so the Trp channel would not be 743 
activated. Courtship chambers were placed on a temperature-controlled metal block for ten 744 
minutes prior to the courtship assay, at either 20°C or 32°C.  745 
The courtship video recordings were analyzed using The Observer® XT (Noldus) 746 
(version 14.0), with an n=14-16 for male-female behavior and n=10 for male alone behavior. 747 
Coded behaviors included: following (a start-stop event defined as any time the male is oriented 748 
towards the female and is less than half a chamber distance away from the female), wing 749 
extension (a start-stop event defined as any time one wing is extended from the fly and is 750 
vibrating), double wing extension (a start-stop event when both wings are extended from the 751 
body and are vibrating), abdominal bending (a start-stop event when the abdomen is curled under 752 
and is not thrusting or is not in the correct position to copulate with the female), motor defect (a 753 
start-stop event when the male falls onto his back and is unable to right himself), attempted 754 
copulation (a point event when the male attempts to copulate with the female but is not 755 
successful), and successful copulation (a point event when the male is able to attach and 756 
successfully copulate with the female).  757 
These data were graphed and analyzed using the JMP® Pro 14.0.0 statistical software. A 758 
non-parametric Wilcoxon test was used to compare differences between the control and 759 
experimental temperature (for TrpA1 experiments) or between control and experimental strains 760 
(for TNT experiments), for the data for which an index is calculated. The unpaired t-test was 761 
used to determine significant differences between experimental and control conditions, with the 762 
same dpr/DIP-Gal4, to determine if the number of attempted copulations were different (test 763 
assumes equal variance). 764 
 765 
Drosophila activity monitor behavioral assay 766 
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Males were collected 0-6 hours post-eclosion and aged for three days in a 25°C incubator 767 
on a 12:12 hour light:dark cycle. On day three, they were individually loaded into 5 × 65mm 768 
glass tubes (Trikinetics Inc.), plugged on one end with standard cornmeal food media dipped in 769 
paraffin wax to seal. The non-food end was sealed with parafilm, with small air holes. The vials 770 
were loaded into Drosophila activity monitors (TriKinetics Inc.), and placed in a 25°C incubator 771 
in 12:12 hour light:dark. Each condition was run for five days. The data from the first day of 772 
activity was not used in the analysis, as flies were recovering from CO2 anesthesia. Activity was 773 
measured as the number of beam breaks and collected in five-minute bins. Beam crossings were 774 
summed over the 24-hour period from day 5 ZT0 (lights-on) to day 6 ZT0 per individual fly 775 
(Supplemental Table 3). These data were graphed and analyzed using the JMP® Pro 14.0.0 776 
statistical software (Supplemental Figure 6). A non-parametric Wilcoxon test was used to 777 
compare differences between the control (TNTQ) and experimental (TNTE) strains with the 778 
same dpr/DIP-Gal4. 779 
 780 
Image analyses of RNAi and over-expression perturbations 781 
Functional roles of dpr/DIPs 782 
Initially, several different combinations of one dpr/DIP-Gal4 driver, and either a UAS-783 
RNAi dpr/DIP, or a UAS-dpr/DIP expression transgene were assayed, using the intersectional 784 
genetic approach for visualization of small sets of fru P1-expressing neurons (Figure 1C; 785 
Supplemental Table 5). For the RNAi screen, parents laid eggs at 25°C for 2-3 days, and then 786 
the vials with eggs were transferred to 29°C, to increase effectiveness of RNAi constructs. For 787 
the over-expression screen, flies were raised at 25°C. Staining and confocal imaging was 788 
performed as described above. Through this initial screen, we found that knocking down DIP-ε 789 
in DIP-α ∩ fru P1 neurons at 4-7 days was the only condition to yield a robust phenotype. 790 
Knockdowns were analyzed, with DIP-ε or RFP RNAi active in all DIP-α expressing cells. In 791 
addition, knockdowns were restricted to the visualized fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons with the use of 792 
tub>GAL80>.   793 
The fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons were analyzed blind in 20 brains, in male and female 794 
controls and mutants, to determine the effect of DIP-ε knockdown on neuronal morphology 795 
(Supplemental Table 5). The presence or absence of morphological features were compared 796 
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within sex between DIP-ε knockdowns and the corresponding control using a Fisher’s exact test 797 
(R version 3.5.1, R Core Team, 2019). 798 
 799 
Sex hierarchy perturbations 800 
The DIP-α subset of fru P1-expressing neurons were further analyzed to determine the 801 
impact of sex hierarchy perturbations. Flies bearing RNAi and over-expressor constructs were 802 
raised to 4-7-day old adults, stained, and imaged as described above. Both RNAi knockdown and 803 
overexpression experiments were first performed in all DIP-α expressing cells. In addition, the 804 
over-expressors were also restricted to the visualized fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons with the use of 805 
tub>GAL80>.   806 
The fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neuronal patterns were analyzed blind in at least 15 brains and 807 
ventral nerve cords, in males and females, to determine the effect of sex hierarchy perturbations 808 
on neuronal morphology (Supplemental Table 4), for a set of morphological features 809 
(Supplemental Table 4). The ratios of different types of the morphological features and 810 
presence or absence of morphological features were compared within sex, between sex hierarchy 811 
perturbation groups and the corresponding controls using Fisher’s exact test (tests were 812 
conducted in R version 3.5.1, R Core Team, 2019). 813 
 814 
Dissociation of CNS for single cell mRNA sequencing analyses  815 
Twenty freshly dissected male brains and ventral nerve cords, from 48 hour after 816 
puparium formation (APF) stage, were used. The flies had expression of membrane-bound GFP 817 
in fru P1-expressing neurons and were the following genotype: w[*]; P{y[+t7.7] 818 
w[+mC]=10XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP}attP40/UAS-Gal4; fru P1-Gal4/+. The tissue was 819 
dissected in cold Schneider 2 Drosophila culture medium (S2 medium, Gibco) and transferred to 820 
a LoBind tube (Eppendorf), containing 200µl of S2 medium. The tissue was centrifuged at 500g 821 
for 5 minutes, and then was washed with 300μl of EBSS (Earle’s Balanced Salt Solution), and 822 
centrifuged again at 500g for 5 minutes. After centrifugation, the supernatant was replaced with 823 
100μL of papain for disassociation (50 units/ml, Worthington) diluted in EBSS. Brains were 824 
dissociated at 25°C in a LoBind tube for 30 min., with pipette mixing to reinforce dissociation 825 
every 3 min with a P200 tip during the first 15 minutes, and a P10 tip for the final 15 min. Cells 826 
were washed twice with 700μl cold S2 medium containing 10% FBS (Gibco) and centrifuged at 827 
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700g for 10 minutes to quench the papain. Cell suspensions were passed through a 30μM pre-828 
separation filter (MiltenyiBiotech). Cell viability and concentration were assessed by 829 
hemocytometer using Trypan blue.  830 
 831 
10xGenomics library preparation and sequencing  832 
Single-cell libraries were generated using Single Cell 3′ Library & Gel Bead Kit v2, Chip 833 
Kit, and the GemCode 10X Chromium instrument (10X Genomics, CA), according to the 834 
manufacturer’s protocol (ZHENG et al. 2017). In brief, single cells were suspended in S2 medium 835 
with 10% FBS and the maximum volume of cells, 34µl, was added to a single chip channel. 836 
After the generation of nanoliter-scale Gel bead-in-EMulsions (GEMs), the mRNA in GEMs 837 
underwent reverse transcription. Next, GEMs were broken, and the single-stranded cDNA was 838 
isolated, cleaned with Cleanup Mix containing DynaBeads MyOne Silane beads (Thermo Fisher 839 
Scientific). cDNA was then amplified with the following PCR machine settings: 98°C for 3 min, 840 
9 cycles of (98°C for 15s, 67°C for 20s), 72°C for 1 min, held at 4°C. Subsequently, the 841 
amplified cDNA was cleaned up with SPRIslect Reagent kit (Beckman Coulter), fragmented, 842 
end-repaired, A-tailed, adaptor ligated, and cleaned with SPRIselect magnetic beads between 843 
steps. This product was PCR amplified with the following PCR machine settings: 98°C for 45s, 844 
12 cycles of (98°C for 20s, 54°C for 30s, 72°C for 20s), 72°C for 1 min, and hold at 4°C. The 845 
library was cleaned and size-selected with SPRIselect beads, followed by Pippin size selection 846 
for a 350-450bp library size range. Single cell libraries were sequenced on the Illumina NovaSeq 847 
with 150bp paired-end reads on an S2 flowcell. This produced 1,870,220,065 reads.  848 
 849 
Single cell data pre-processing and analysis 850 
Raw reads were processed using the CellRanger software pipeline (v.2.1.1) “cellranger 851 
count” command to align reads to the Drosophila melanogaster (BDGP6.92) STAR reference 852 
genome, customized to contain the sequence for the mCD8-GFP cDNA. The “force-cells” 853 
command was used to call 25,000 single cells, based on the inflection point of the CellRanger 854 
barcode rank plot, a criterion for dividing single cells from empty GEM droplets (Supplemental 855 
Table 6). The recovered 25,000 single cells had a mean sequencing depth of 74,808 reads per 856 
cell. We detected a median of 2,118 genes per cell. The obtained feature-barcode matrix was 857 
further processed and analyzed in the R package Seurat (v3.0) (STUART et al. 2019). To filter the 858 
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expression matrix for high quality cells we removed cells with >5% mitochondrial transcripts 859 
(dying cells), <200 genes (empty droplets), and/or expressing more than 6000 genes (potential 860 
doublets or triplets). This filtering produced a matrix of 24,902 high quality cells which were 861 
computationally subset to the population of fru P1-expressing cells, based on mCD8-GFP 862 
expression, obtaining 5,621 cells. We next followed the Seurat “Guided clustering tutorial” for 863 
default normalization and scaling steps (https://satijalab.org/seurat/v3.0/pbmc3k_tutorial.html). 864 
Expression was normalized using the “NormalizeData” function where gene counts within each 865 
cell are divided by the total gene counts for that cell, multiplied by a scaling factor of 10000, and 866 
natural-log transformed (log1p). A linear transformation was applied to the normalized gene 867 
counts, to make genes more comparable to one another, using the default “ScaleData” function to 868 
center the mean expression to 0 and set the variance at 1. We performed a Principle Component 869 
Analysis (PCA) using only the data from 33 dpr/DIP genes. We used the top 20 principle 870 
components based on visual inspection of DimHeatmap outputs and the ElbowPlot. Selecting 871 
more than 20 PCs did not dramatically change our results. We then continued to follow Seurat’s 872 
standard workflow to reduce dimensionality and cluster cells using the default “FindNeighbors”, 873 
“FindClusters”, and “runUMAP” functions (resolution = 1.3).  874 
To evaluate expression combinations of the dpr/DIPs within our single cells we used an 875 
UpSet plot analysis (CONWAY et al. 2017). To do this, we transposed our matrix which contained 876 
normalized, log-transformed, and scaled expression data (Supplemental Table 6) for dpr/DIPs 877 
for each single cell barcode and binarized the data (any expression of a dpr or DIP > 1= 1, and 878 
>1 is considered as no expression = 0, Supplemental Table 6). All plots generated are ordered 879 
by the highest frequency of an expression combination occurring within single cells (order.by = 880 
"freq”). A single cell expression hierarchical clustering dendrogram was produced using the 881 
normalized, log-transformed, and scaled expression data (Supplemental Table 6). A Pearson 882 
correlation distance measure was calculated using the factoextra (v. 1.0.7) “get_dist” function 883 
and hierarchical cluster analysis was performed using the “hclust” core R statistics function with 884 
the argument method= “average”.  885 
 886 
 887 
 888 
 889 
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Figure Legends 890 
Figure 1  891 
Overview of sex hierarchy and experimental design.  892 
A) The Drosophila somatic sex determination hierarchy is an alternative pre-mRNA splicing 893 
cascade. The presence of two X chromosomes in females results in splicing of Sxl pre-mRNA, 894 
such that functional Sxl is produced. Sxl regulates Sxl and tra pre-mRNA splicing, resulting in 895 
continued production of functional Sxl and Tra in females. Tra and Tra-2 regulate the pre-mRNA 896 
splicing of dsx and fru P1 in females, whereas in males dsx and fru P1 are spliced by the default 897 
pre-mRNA splicing pathway. The sex-specific splicing results in production of sex-specific Dsx 898 
and Fru transcription factors. dsx regulates sex differences that lead to both dimorphic behavior 899 
and gross anatomical morphological differences, whereas fru P1 regulates sex differences that 900 
lead to dimorphic behaviors. B) Previous genome-wide studies found that dpr/DIPs are regulated 901 
downstream of fru P1, FruM, and/or are expressed in fru P1-expressing neurons (GOLDMAN AND 902 
ARBEITMAN 2007; DALTON et al. 2013; NEVILLE et al. 2014; VERNES 2014; NEWELL et al. 903 
2016). C) A genetic intersectional strategy was used to express marker or effector genes in fru 904 
P1 ∩ dpr/DIP neurons. This strategy takes advantage of the two-component Gal4/UAS 905 
expression system, and flippase-mediated removal of a stop cassette within an expression vector. 906 
Expression of the marker/effector gene requires both removal of the stop cassette via fru P1-907 
flippase (flp) expression and expression of Gal4 via dpr/DIP regulation. Therefore, only neurons 908 
that express both fru P1 and one of the dpr/DIPs have expression of the effector or marker 909 
(shown on right). 910 
 911 
Figure 2 and 3 912 
Visualization of fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP neurons.  913 
Maximum intensity projections of brain and ventral nerve cord tissues from 4-7 days old male 914 
and female flies. The fru P1∩ dpr/DIP intersecting neurons are labeled with green (rabbit α-GFP 915 
Alexa Flour 488), and neuropil are labeled with magenta (mouse α-nc82, Alexa Flour 633). The 916 
genotype is dpr/DIP-Gal4/10xUAS > stop > GFP.Myr; fru P1FLP, except for dpr4, dpr14, dpr18, 917 
dpr19 and DIP-ι. These five Gal4 transgenic strains were generated using a CRISPR mediated 918 
insertion of the T2A-Gal4 with the dominant 3xP3-GFP marker. For this strain, 10xUAS > stop > 919 
myr::smGdP-cMyc was used and  fru P1∩ dpr/DIP intersecting neurons are labeled with red 920 
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(rabbit α-Myc, Alexa Flour 568) and then false-colored to green.  The neuropil are labeled with 921 
magenta (mouse α-nc82, Alexa Flour 633). Four Gal4s did not show expression upon 922 
intersecting: dpr7, dpr13, dpr19, and DIP-iota. dpr7 and dpr13 have expression with 923 
10xUASmCD8gfp confirming the Gal4s can drive expression outside of fru P1-expressing 924 
neurons. dpr19 and DIP-iota were tested with 10xUAS-RFP, and only DIP-iota showed 925 
expression outside of fru P1-expressing neurons.  926 
 927 
Figure 4 928 
Activation of fru P1∩ dpr/DIP intersecting neurons results in atypical courtship behaviors.  929 
Courtship behaviors of dpr/DIP-Gal4/ UAS > stop > TrpA1; fru P1FLP males were recorded at 930 
the control temperature (20°C, blue box plots) and the activating temperature for TrpA1 (32°C, 931 
red box plots). The control genotypes are the wild type strain Canton S, and the UAS > stop > 932 
TrpA1 and fru P1FLP single transgenes, which were crossed to Canton S. Virgin Canton S (white) 933 
females were used as targets. (A) Following index is the fraction of time the male spent oriented 934 
towards or chasing the female around the chamber. (B) Wing extension index is the fraction of 935 
time the male spent unilaterally extending and vibrating his wing. (C) Double wing extension 936 
index is the fraction of time the male spent extending and vibrating both wings simultaneously. 937 
(D) Abdominal bending index is the fraction of time the male spent curling his abdomen under. 938 
The lines on the quantile box plot correspond to the quantiles in the distribution output, with the 939 
center line as the median. The whiskers extend from the 1st and 3rd quartiles to the edges, which 940 
correspond to the minimum and maximum values, excluding outliers. The nonparametric 941 
Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to test for significant difference between control and activating 942 
temperature within each genotype. n=15 * < 0.05 **<0.005 ***<0.0005. All lines were 943 
examined for expression of TrpA1 to confirm the system was working effectively (data not 944 
shown). 945 
 946 
Figure 5 947 
Activation of fru P1∩ dpr/DIP intersecting neurons is sufficient to induce courtship 948 
behaviors in solitary males. Courtship behaviors of dpr/DIP-Gal4/ UAS > stop > TrpA1; fru 949 
P1FLP solitary males were recorded at the control temperature (20°C, blue box plots) and the 950 
activating temperature (32°C, red box plots). The control genotypes are the wild type strain 951 
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Canton S, and the UAS > stop > TrpA1 and fru P1FLP single transgenes, which were crossed to 952 
Canton S.  (A) Wing extension index, (B) Double wing extension index (C) Abdominal bending 953 
index, and quantile box plots are as described in Figure 3. The nonparametric Wilcoxon rank 954 
sum test was used to test for significant difference between control and activating temperature 955 
within each genotype. n=10 * P< 0.05 **P<0.005 ***P<0.0005. 956 
 957 
Figure 6  958 
Silencing fru P1∩ dpr/DIP intersecting neurons results in atypical courtship and severe 959 
motor defects. Courtship behaviors of dpr/DIP-Gal4/ UAS > stop > TNTQ; fru P1FLP (control 960 
condition, blue boxplots) and of dpr/DIP-Gal4/ UAS > stop > TNTE; fru P1FLP (experimental 961 
condition, red boxplots) males were quantified. Control genotypes (black boxplots) are the wild 962 
type strain Canton S and Canton S (white), fru P1FLP, UAS > stop > TNTQ, and UAS > stop > 963 
TNTE single transgenes, as well as UAS > stop > TNTQ; fru P1FLP and UAS > stop > TNTE; fru 964 
P1FLP double transgenes. The single and double transgene controls were crossed to Canton S 965 
(white). The dpr- or DIP- Gal4 is listed on the x-axis and the fraction of time spent performing 966 
the behavior is on the y-axis. (A) Following index, (B) wing extension index, and the quantile 967 
box plots are as described in Figure 4. (C) Motor defect index is the fraction of time the fly spent 968 
on his back after falling. The nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test was performed to determine 969 
significant differences between experimental and control conditions with the same dpr/DIP-970 
Gal4. n=16 for all genotypes except for Canton S, and the double transgene controls, which have 971 
n=32. Those three genotypes were assayed twice, n=16 each time, to ensure consistency 972 
throughout the duration of the experiment and pooled for this analysis. The dpr19-Gal4 did not 973 
produce an expression pattern in the nervous system, using both a 10XUAS-RFP reporter and the 974 
intersectional approach, at the time points examined. n=16. *P<0.05 **P<0.005 ***P<0.0005. 975 
 976 
Figure 7 977 
Meta-analysis of expression patterns of fru P1∩ dpr/DIP intersecting neurons and behavior 978 
data. Meta-analysis using behavior data and image analysis data of 4-7-day old flies. (A) 979 
Heatmap of fru P1 ∩ dpr/DIP intersecting neurons expression patterns in the male adult CNS. 980 
For each row, the minimum (blue), middle (white) and maximum (red) values are indicated. The 981 
top of the heatmap shows the relationship across the expression patterns of the dprs and DIPs, 982 
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with a dendrogram. The summary of phenotypic analyses of male sexual behaviors, using either 983 
activating or silencing effector genes (see Figures 4-6), is shown below the heat map. The dot 984 
indicates a significant change in behavior (p<0.05, unless indicated). The black X indicates that 985 
there was no experimental progeny from the cross, due to lethality, and therefore were not tested 986 
behaviorally. (B) Labeled confocal images showing the morphological featured scored. (C) 987 
Correlation analysis of GFP expression results (male on left and female on right). The scale for 988 
the spearman correlation is -1 (blue) to 1 (red). The dots to the right indicate the DIP interacting 989 
partners for each Dpr (left-hand side of each graph) (Dpr-DIP interactome based on CARRILLO et 990 
al. 2015). The full data set is provided (Supplemental Table 2) 991 
 992 
 993 
Figure 8 994 
Higher resolution analyses of fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons with sex hierarchy perturbations. 995 
Confocal maximum intensity projections of brains and ventral nerve cords from 4-7-day old 996 
adult flies. fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons are in green (rabbit α-GFP Alexa Flour 488). Staining with 997 
the α-nc82 neuropil maker shows brain morphology in magenta (mouse α-nc82, goat α-mouse 998 
Alexa Flour 633). Image data were captured with 20x objective, with scale bars showing 50 µM 999 
(A-J). Higher magnification images were generated using the Zeiss Zen software package (B, D, 1000 
F, H and J). Roman numerals are consistent across the panels in the same row. Venn diagrams 1001 
show where membrane-bound GFP and sex hierarchy transgenes are expressed.  (A) fru P1 ∩ 1002 
DIP-α expression patterns in males and females. (B) Computationally magnified images, with 1003 
sexually dimorphic regions indicated. Subpanels show: [I] superior medial protocerebrum (SMP) 1004 
region of the brain; [II and III] medial part of midbrain region, where there are horizontal 1005 
projections, and the “M”-like pattern (more frequent in males). The square pattern (more 1006 
frequent in females) is in the ventral lateral protocerebrum (VLP) region of the brain. The medial 1007 
horizontal projection is in a more exterior section of the confocal stack then the other features [II 1008 
and III]; [IV] Subesophageal ganglion region of the brain (SEG). The U-like pattern and a set of 1009 
cell bodies more frequently found in females are shown; [V] The abdominal ganglion of the 1010 
ventral nerve cord (AbG). (C-J) Examination of morphology of fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons when 1011 
sex hierarchy transgenes are expressed in DIP-α neurons. The quantification and statistics are 1012 
provided in a table within the subpanel on the right of each row. This figure only shows regions 1013 
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that had significant changes due to sex hierarchy perturbation (full dataset provided; 1014 
Supplemental Table 4). (C-D) TraF overexpression in DIP-α neurons. [III] a lateral projection 1015 
in females that is not shown in wild type data in panel B. (E-F) FruMB overexpression in DIP-α 1016 
neurons. (G-H) FruMC overexpression in DIP-α neurons, (I-J) FruC isoform deletion. FruMC is 1017 
absent or highly reduced in fru P1 neurons in this genotype, as transheterozygous for fruFLP/ 1018 
fruDC. Statistical significance of the differences in morphological features, between same sex 1019 
control and genotypes with sex hierarchy transgene expression are indicated. Comparisons were 1020 
done using the Fisher’s exact test (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.005, ***P < 0.0005). The morphological 1021 
features with significant differences are indicated by lines below the table (male in blue and 1022 
female in red). n > 15 for each category. The genotypes of the samples shown are: DIP-αGal4; 1023 
UAS>stop>GFP.Myr/+; fruFLP/+ (A-B), DIP- αGal4; UAS>stop>GFP.Myr/ UAS-TraF; fruFLP/+ 1024 
(C-D),  DIP- αGal4; UAS>stop>GFP.Myr/ UAS-FruMB; fruFLP/+ (E-F),  DIP- αGal4; 1025 
UAS>stop>GFP.Myr/ UAS-FruMC; fruFLP/+ (G-H), DIP- αGal4; UAS>stop>GFP.Myr/+; fruFLP/ 1026 
fruDC (I-J). Brain region nomenclature are consistent with previous reports (ITO et al. 2014). 1027 
 1028 
Figure 9. RNAi mediated knockdown of DIP-ε in fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons results in 1029 
perturbations. Maximum intensity projections of brains of 4-7 days old adult flies showing fru 1030 
P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons stained with anti-GFP (green; rabbit α-GFP Alexa Flour 488) and the 1031 
neuropil marker nc82 (magenta; mouse α-nc82, Alexa Flour 633). (A) fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons 1032 
with DIP-ε or RFP (control) knockdown in all DIP-α expressing neurons. Genotypes are DIP-α 1033 
Gal4; UAS > stop > GFP.Myr / RNAi; fruFLP / + with RNAi indicating either RFP or DIP-ε 1034 
RNAi.  (B) fru P1 ∩ DIP-α neurons with DIP-ε or no knockdown (control) restricted to only the 1035 
visualized neurons (GFP+) through use of tub>GAL80>. Genotypes are DIP-α Gal4; UAS > 1036 
stop > GFP.Myr / RNAi; fruFLP / tub>GAL80> with RNAi indicating either DIP-ε or no RNAi. 1037 
The neuronal populations with RNAi expression are illustrated in the Venn diagrams. White 1038 
dashed boxes indicate phenotypes of interest, which are located in (C) and include (subpanel I) 1039 
presence of the U-shaped arbors, (subpanel II) presence of at least one descending neuron, and 1040 
(subpanel III) enhancement of protocerebral projections. All phenotypes were scored blind and 1041 
are quantified in (D). Statistical significance in between control flies and DIP-ε RNAi flies was 1042 
evaluated by the Fisher’s exact test. In this figure, signicance is indicated as follows: *P < 0.05, 1043 
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**P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. n=20 brains for each category. Magnification is 20x and scale bars 1044 
represent 50 µM. 1045 
 1046 
 1047 
Figure 10. Single cell RNA-sequencing analysis of dpr/DIP expression analysis in male fru 1048 
P1-expressing cells 1049 
(A) UMAP plot of 5,621 fru P1-expressing nervous system cells, isolated from male tissue 48hr 1050 
after puparium formation. The data are clustered on dpr/DIP gene expression. (B) Dot plot 1051 
showing the expression of dpr/DIP genes across all clusters identified in UMAP. Dot diameter 1052 
indicates the fraction of cells expressing each gene in each cluster, as shown in legend. Color 1053 
intensity indicates the average normalized expression levels. (C) Heterophilic interactions 1054 
between DIPs and Dprs. The Dpr-DIP interactions are previously described (CARRILLO et al. 1055 
2015). The interacting partners for DIP-κ and DIP- λ are previously described (COSMANESCU et 1056 
al. 2018), as they were not part of the Carrillo 2015 study. (D) A subset of expression 1057 
visualization of DIPs (top row) and subset of dprs (bottom row) in the UMAP-clustered cells. 1058 
dpr or DIP-positive cells are labeled purple and color intensity is proportional to log normalized 1059 
expression level shown in legend. The UMAP for all dprs/DIPs is provided (Supplemental 1060 
Figure 5). The numerical expression values are in Supplemental Table 6.  1061 
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Dpr/DIP UAS-mCherry; fru P1-Gal4
A
B C
D
Dpr/DIP fru P1 null
Supplemental Figure 1. Live in vivo staining of Drosophila brain tissues. Staining was performed using S2 culture media from cells expressing the 
extracellular region of a Dpr or DIP that is tagged with FLAG (see Ozkan et al 2013). (A) Schematic of Drosophila brain with the subesophageal ganglion region 
boxed. This was the only brain region where consistent binding, with staining observed. This region is shown in the confocal images in B and D. (B)The genotype 
is UAS-nuclear mCherry; fru P1-Gal4 (fru P1>nuclear mcherry). Confocal images (40X projections) of the subesophageal ganglion region of 48 hour pupae and 0-24 hour 
adult male and females are shown. Binding of the Drp/DIP (green) was performed on live, dissected tissue incubated with the S2 culture media containing Dpr/DIP 
extracellular regions. The tissue was then washed, fixed and stained with anti-FLAG antibodies, followed by anti-mouse-Alexa 488 (green). The nuclear mCherry signal 
(red) is a marker for fru P1-expressing neurons. (C) The right part of each panel shows the number of cells with green Drp/DIP signal (Y axis is number of cells). 
The left part of each panel shows the number of cells with both green Drp/DIP and red fru P1>nuclear mCherry signal divided by the total number of green cells (Y axis 
label is the number of cells with red and green/number of green cells. Significant differences between males and females are indicated by (*). The numbers of cells that are 
co-expressing both proteins show significant sexual dimorphism at both time points with more co-localization in males compared to females. (D) The genotype is 
fru4-40/fruP14, which is a transheterozygous allele combination that is null for fru P1.  Live staining was performed at 48 hour pupae and 0-24 hour adults, as in (B). (E) The 
left part of each panel shows the number of green cells detected in wild type (WT; from C). The right part of each panel shows the number of cells detected in fru4-40/fruP14
in D. Astericks above the box plot indicates significant differences between WT and fru4-40/fruP14 for each sex (blue indicates male comparisons, red indicates female 
comparisons). Black astericks below the box plots indicate differences between males and females for the fru4-40/fruP14 analysis, at each stage. The astericks indicate: 
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01,*** p < 0.001  for student’s t-test. The box plot shows the first and third quartiles, with the whiskers showing the showing the minimum and maximum. 
Line in the box plot is the median. For all analyses, n>15 brains.
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Sex hierarchy perturbation in only IUX3ŀ',3Į neurons by adding tub>GAL80> transgene. FLP expression, driven by fru P1, is 
required to remove GAL80 transgene, with the consquence that Gal4 is only active in intersecting neurons. The addition of 
tub>GAL80> transgene results in lower GFP amounts in both experimental and control, perhaps due to perdurance of GAL80. 
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Expression of all dpr/DIPs in 48hr APF male fru P1-expressing single cells.
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